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We acknowledge and honour the privilege to work and live in an important and sacred place 
within Treaty 7 and the traditional territories of the Niitsitapi from the Blackfoot Confederacy, 
including the Siksika, Piikani, and Kainai Nations; the Îyârhe Nakoda of the Chiniki, Bearspaw, 
and Wesley Nations; and the Dene of the Tsuut’ina Nation. Southern Alberta is also home to 
the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3. 

The site where the Bow River meets the Elbow River has long been called Mohkinsstsis by 
the Blackfoot, as well as Wîchîspa by the Nakoda, and Guts’ists’i by Tsuut’ina. This site is also 
the birthplace of the City of Calgary.  

As settlers now gathered here, in the heart of Treaty 7 territory, we acknowledge that we have 
ongoing responsibilities to protect and honour all of life within our shared reality as treaty 
people. 

Land Acknowledgement



In 2019 we welcomed another year of evolution and growth as we continued to offer a path to healing for more 
than 300 women and children escaping domestic violence. We were very proud to officially launch our new 
Five Year Strategic Plan with bold new commitments to ever greater inclusivity, enhanced partnerships and 
collaborative approaches, a renewed focus on advancing a mandate of reconciliation with Indigenous peoples, 
and exciting directions in program design and delivery that help us continue to apply leading practices and 
evidence based design. Looking back over the past twelve months we are very confident that the thoughtful 
planning that has guided our strategic priorities will serve us well as we enter a new year fraught with much that 
is unknown.  

Both the Board of Directors and Staff Team rallied to provide continuity and stability while we progressed through 
the search for a new Executive Director. Former E.D., Meaghan Reid, departed the Brenda Strafford Society to take on 
a new challenge with Vibrant Communities Calgary and we wish her well on this next part of her journey. With the help 
of the super star recruiters at Pekarsky and Co. Ltd., the Board of Directors conducted a thorough assessment of potential 
candidates and was very pleased to successfully conclude their search in December 2019. Linda McLean commenced in the 
role of Executive Director in early 2020 and jumped right in to the important work of changing the lives of the women and children 
we serve. Linda returned to Calgary to join The Brenda Strafford Society from her role as a Director with the City of Vancouver where she oversaw 
Housing, Homelessness and Community Services. She has a long history of service in the Calgary non-profit sector having previously served in 
senior leadership with a number of leading non-profit agencies focused on vulnerable families, poverty, and homelessness. The Board has every 
confidence that Linda brings the depth of experience, commitment, and creativity to lead the organization into a new era of excellence and 
impact for our clients, and the wider community, as we strive for a society free of domestic violence.  

As the new Chair of the Board of Directors, this first year has included all the learning, discovering, and adapting that one would expect in a new 
role. It has also given me an opportunity to delve more deeply into envisioning our future and to support strategic actions to position the Brenda 
Strafford Society for both resilience and innovation. I am excited about the possibilities that lie ahead and offer our sincere gratitude to all of our 
funders, donors, volunteers, and partners who have contributed to our critical mission. We couldn’t do it without you!  

Looking forward to a bright new year of possibilities!  

Message from the Board of Directors

— Jody Gibson
Board Chair



TOP GROUPS REPRESENTED IN 
OUR CLIENT POPULATION
Representing 84% of the families that utilized 
services at the Centre

INDIGENOUS
28% ENGLISH

CANADIAN

26%

AFRICAN
15%

ASIAN
9%

MIDDLE
EASTERN

6%

Of our clients were not born in 
Canada

Of our clients had College or
University Education

Of our clients met the goals they 
created while living at the Centre

Of our clients were at severe or extreme 
risk prior to living at the Centre

Of clients served did not have 
children in care

Clients served by the
Hayes Education Fund

Of our clients moved to safe and 
stable community houses after 
leaving the Centre

38%

43%

72%

72%

12%

23

75%

Five Year Impact

ADULTS / FAMILIES

WE SERVED

362
COUNTRIES

WE SERVED
CLIENTS REPRESENTING

53
CHILDREN / YOUTH

WE SERVED

513
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• The Centre provides support for 
individuals and families moving to 
sustainable housing in the community 
through specialized housing locator 
supports 

• The Centre’s housing locator assesses 
and works with a client’s housing needs 
through rental education, meetings with 
potential landlords, navigation of rental 
responsibilities, and connects clients with 
community supports located near their 
new home. 

SUSTAINABLE HOUSING

Shelters provide temporary 
emergency housing for up to 21 days 

EMERGENCY SHELTER

Alberta has one of the highest rates of 
police reported family violence. 

Most victims experience family violence 
from their current spouse, common law, or 
dating partner, but their abuser can also 
be their former partner or family members. 

Most abusers have experienced family 
violence in their own childhood 

FAMILY VIOLENCE

Path to Wellness

• A secure, undisclosed location where 
adults and adults with children receive 
counselling and support on their path to 
safety 

• 34 apartment style units serve clients for 
up to six months 

• During this time clients also receive 
support regarding social determinants of 
health such as; income and social status, 
employment and working conditions, 
education and literacy, access to health 
services, social supports and coping skills, 
and many more. 

SECOND-STAGE SHELTER

• Continued support with planning 
for strengthening individual social 
determinants of health and family 
counselling 

• 51 apartment style units serve families for 
up to two additional years 

PROGRESSIVE HOUSING
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Nusrat’s Story
"MY LIFE MATTERS SO I SPOKE UP, AND TOGETHER WE CAN BREAK THE SILENCE AND 
BRING A VOICE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE"

It was a shocking reality for me when I learned I was dangerously trapped in an abusive relationship, 
where violence was masquerading as love for the last 10 years of my life. I was the victim of all 
kinds and shapes of violence. For many years I suffered until the abuse started turning towards my 
children, so I broke my silence to stop the violence. 

Since I moved into Brenda Strafford Centre, my life took a sharp U-turn and began shaping into a 
healthy, happy, and successful life which was a dream for my family. The Centre supported, assisted 
and motivated me and my children in many ways. The love and care from the child care and youth 
workers through different programs have changed my children’s lives, now they feel safe, confident and 
happy. 

I was able to regain my self-esteem, self-worth, and self-confidence with the help of the staff at the 
Centre. I am tough, brave, ambitious and I know when, why, how, where, and what I want in my 
life. I want to tell others to not accept violence. You are special, you need to be treated with 
love and care, not with control and abuse. You have the right to make decisions and choices. 
Always remember that the strongest hearts have the most scars, and the Brenda Strafford 
Centre will help and support you to heal these scars and build a safe, happy, and healthy 
future for you and your family. My life matters so I spoke up, and together we can break 
the silence and bring a voice to domestic violence.

— Nusrat
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Programming at Brenda Strafford Centre aims to break the cycle of intergenerational 
violence by helping families regulate and resolve traumatic stress. Developmental 
safety is achieved through play, early childhood socioemotional counseling, positive 
parenting coaching, and education. These protective factors are critical for healthy 
brain development, emotional regulation, learning and memory, and positive 
relational experiences with self and others.  

2019 was a fantastic year for our volunteer program, with 115 amazing and talented 
volunteers. We revamped our volunteer training program to include mandatory 
Trauma-Informed Practice Training for all new and returning volunteers. We also 
began to implement new professional volunteer roles including website and IT 
Support, Human Resources support, and more tutoring classes for adults and 
children. Thank to our incredible team of volunteers who dedicated over 3080 hours 
to support the women and children at our Centre.  

Impact on Child Development

Volunteer Program

26   Yoga Classes
20  Kid’s Night Programs

11   Visits from PALS
115    Active Volunteers

3,080  Hours of Service
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We held  46  Cultural Activities

We attended  10  Ceremonies

We had  10
Training Sessions

We had  18  visits from Elders

We worked with an average of  
20  Families per Week

This last year held tremendous growth for our program. Our team continued to receive culturally responsive services trainings facilitated and developed by Pamela 
Pizarro, Diversity and Community Partnerships lead and trainings on serving various cultural groups, facilitated by outside organizations such as CCIS, Miskanawah and 
the Calgary Foundation. 

We finished our Indigenous Cultural Space in July 2019! This space was blessed by Siksika Nation Elder Ruth Scalplock and has been used regularly by residents for 
meetings, prayer and cultural healing. We also had the privilege of having Indigenous artist Kalum Teke Dan paint a beautiful mural in our lobby. 

Since joining us in August, our Indigenous Family Support Worker, Kate Webb-Harris has been growing our offering of programming and working tirelessly to connect our 
families with outside supports through sweat lodges, the Aboriginal Friendship Centre, and Creation Lodge (Elizabeth Fry Society), White Bison – Wellbriety and Mending 
Broken Hearts, Freedom’s Path Recovery, cultural community activities, Elders, Knowledge Carriers and ceremonies. 

We also had the pleasure of working with Elder Florence Alexson to provide opportunities for families to meet with her. Thank you to Cynthia Bird who worked closely 
with us in setting up the foundation of our Indigenous Programming.  

Diversity and Community Partnerships 
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By The Numbers

FAMILIES OR
ADULTS

WE SERVED

132

...INCLUDING

FOR LETTING KIDS
BE KIDS

PLAY CENTRE 
EVENTS...

WE HELD

1421

HOURS OF TRAUMA-
INFORMED COUNSELLING

WE PROVIDED

5,356
LANGUAGES OTHER

THAN ENGLISH

OUR CLIENT
POPULATION SPOKE

24

TOYS OVER THE HOLIDAYS 
FOR TOY MOUNTAIN

OUR COMMUNITY
DONATED

400+

CHILDREN  AND
YOUTH

WE SERVED

177 HOURS OF CHILD 
CARE

WE PROVIDED

4,480

HOURS OF SERVICE

OUR VOLUNTEERS 
CONTRIBUTED

3,080
CLIENTS WITHOUT 
CHILDREN IN CARE

WE SERVED

12
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Thank you to the amazing donors who believed in the mission of The Brenda Strafford Centre and contributed to our 
success this year by making a charitable gift. We simply could not provide safe housing and life-saving services to over 300 
families every year without your help.  

When you invest in The Brenda Strafford Centre, you are providing adults and children at risk of family violence with 
a chance to heal trauma and find long term success. With your gift, we will continue to expand our ability to serve the 
thousands of people who experience family violence in our community. We hope we can count on your support again in 
the future.   

Donor Acknowledgement

$10,000+ (CHAMPION)
Circle K
The Brenda Strafford Foundation
ATCO
AIR-Serv Canada
Beth and Douglas Swift
PARKER PR
Rotary Club of Calgary South
Marigold Foundation

$4,999 - $1,000 (BENEFACTOR)
Kensington Wine Market
Equitable Bank
Jody Gibson
Angela Plante
Pekarsky & Co.
Seven Generations Energy
Alchemy Communications
Feryal Khan
Ernst & Young LLP
Simon Tumasz-Jordan
Lauralee and Kirby Ruttle
South By Southwest Wines
Elmien Wingert
Lori Egger
Ersman Family Foundation
Barbara Voynocich
Ember Resources
Marilyn Letts
Matthew Nguyen

$9,999 - $5,000 (TRAILBLAZER)
Sam and Angela Hayes
Richard Kuzyk
EFW Radiology
Federated Co-operatives Ltd
Western Canada Highschool
Rotary Club of Calgary Sarcee
J.N. Fyvie Family
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Donor Spotlight

Circle K first began supporting the Brenda Strafford Centre after a Circle K employee advocated for the Centre 
to receive donations. The employee had experienced family violence in her past and wanted to give back and 
support a local shelter. 

Since then Circle K has been dedicated to investing in our community and in the families we serve by providing 
simple necessities such as brand new kitchen items, toys, and other home goods free of charge through their 
Circle K store in the Centre. The Centre also is a long-time beneficiary of their annual golf tournament. In addition 
to their generous financial contributions, Circle K shows a lot of support to our families around the Winter 
season by throwing a holiday party with crafts, games, face paint, holiday hampers, and an amazing holiday meal. 
Tricia Deeprose, Administrative Assistant, says “There are no words when you see the joy in the kids as they 
open their special sacks of goodies. We want to continue to provide a helping hand at what can be one of the 
toughest times in the year”. 

Circle K along with all of our dedicated donors in the community knows their gifts are making a difference is 
someone’s life through programs like counselling, basic need provisions, respite child care, and many more. We 
want to say thank you again to Circle K for their dedicated support!  



Major Events

THE FIFTH ANNUAL 
COURAGE GALA

RAISED

THE SECOND ANNUAL 
BRAVE CAMPAIGN

RAISED MORE THAN

THE LETTING KIDS
BE KIDS CAMPAIGN
RAISED MORE THAN

 $49,226.99! $30,000! $5,000!
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Financial Review
Revenue (2019 - 2020 Fiscal Year) Percentage Expenses (2019 - 2020 Fiscal Year)

Government of
Alberta 40.6%

Fundraising and Other 
Sources: 11.8%

Rent from Residents: 7%

Rent Subsidy Calgary 
Housing Company: 16.6%

Brenda Strafford 
Foundation: 24%

Administration 3%

Operating Expenses 30%

Program Delivery 37%

Commercial Rent 30%
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Looking Forward
It was an honour to be selected as the successful candidate for the Executive Director role with The Brenda Strafford Society. The 
organization has played such an important part of leading best practice and pursuing continued innovation in the domestic violence sector. 
We are working with an ambitious and creative Strategic Plan and I am looking forward to all of the opportunities it presents to break new 
ground and achieve significant impact in the lives of all the women and children we serve.

Just a short few weeks after taking on my new role we were plunged into the overwhelming uncertainty that COVID-19 has created. Priorities 
had to shift on an immediate basis to respond to the crisis and safety become our daily mantra. But, for the staff at BSS, the work of supporting 
families impacted by domestic violence has not stopped during the pandemic. We have brought all of our collective commitment, energy, and 
creativity to the task of redefining business as usual. There are challenges ahead, but I am proud to share that there has not been one moment 
through this crisis that families did not receive the highest quality of care and support.

Looking ahead I know we are going to need the help of our supporters, our donors, and our volunteers.

The crisis is not over and we’ve already been hard hit by the new reality. We rely heavily on fundraised dollars and know that those dollars will 
be much harder to find. At the same time we are facing exceptional costs as we respond to the Provincial directives necessary to protect our 
clients and ourselves. We need PPE, enhanced cleaning, extra staff and additional technology to allow us to stay connected to our clients and 
our teams when we have to be separate. Like everyone across the world we’re worried about the possibility of an outbreak. We are 
concerned about the loss of jobs, school closures, and widespread recession – all of which will impact the families we serve as they work to 
build their fragile, new independence.

But we’re optimistic. With the community behind us we’re ready to take on the challenges. We really are in this together.

Sincerely,

— Linda McLean
Executive Director
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Jody Gibson (Chair)
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Norma Jackson
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James Ray
Heather Shaw

LEADERSHIP TEAM
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Christine Boyd
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Reg Chernoff
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Emily Johnson
Jorge Torres
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